This paper explains about an elevators operation which uses a AC motor to drive the elevator cabin. The elevator mentioned here is fully automated using PLC. Its control is based on the input that we get from the operator as well as from the sensors. According to that signal PLC will make the drive motor and door motor to work correspondingly.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the cause of rapid population growth at the cities and multi-stored buildings, the need of elevators is being increased. With the rising life standards and attention to human and with the technologic developments, elevator systems are getting better, more fast, stronger and better quality elevators are produced. Previously, most systems were focused on the mounting of elevators, especially after the 1980s the need for elevator maintenance and fault staff have been started to increase. For instance, automatic doors have being used instead of splash doors, microprocessor electronic cards have being used instead of cards with relay, double-speed or speed-controlled elevators have being used instead of one-speed elevators. Such developments provide to improve the quality in elevator systems, develop and diverse the used setting and maintenance or repair tools and instruments and therefore facilitation of the work compared to previous years and increase the reliability of elevator. Some of the drawbacks of the traditional system are  The control system have high failure rate that were mainly due to numerous contacts, complexity of wiring circuit. In addition, electrical contacts were easy to burn out, which could result in poor contact.  Electrical controller and hardware wiring based on common method were difficult to achieve a more complex control function  Electromagnetic actuator and contact action were so slow, mechanical and electromagnetic have large inertia. Therefore, the control precision of system was difficult.
Some of the developments that have made to overcome the disadvantages of previously used elevators are 
DESIGN AND CALCULATION OF HARDWARE
This chapter discuss about the design of an elevator by the calculation of certain parameters which defines the operation of the elevator. To meet the objectives of the project that has been derived from the previously completed theoretical studies a machine model has been designed. Then to validate and to implement the simulated model as a prototype certain calculations have been carried out to determine some critical parameters. The parameters includes the size of the cabin, maximum number of persons can be accommodated into the elevator, strength of the rope, type of motor used, motors power rating and torque rating. The important part of the system is the controller the type of controller used here is PLC. Electromagnetic actuator and contact action were so slow, mechanical and electromagnetic components have large inertia. Therefore, the control precision of system was difficult. So there is a need to go for modern type of controllers like PLC. In this type of control there is provision to monitor the entire system by means of SCADA.
Block diagram
Based upon the need the blocks have been developed and drawn as block diagram Figure 1 . After the designing of the model, calculation has to be done for each and every component present in the model. Figure 1 depicts the block diagram of a PLC based Elevator. Supply is given to both the PLC controller as well as to the motor. This is attached with the elevator cabin with the use of proximity sensor (LDR) the position of the cabin will be determined and by using the door sensor (LDR) the position of the door is found out and the cabin is made to work accordingly. The drive system for the motor may have inverter with a rectifier or it may depends upon the type of power converter that the designer choose.
Fig 1: Block diagram of PLC based Elevator

Design of elevator cabin
The elevator cabin is designed by having in mind the number of passengers it is going to accommodate. Also it should have the capacity to bear the weight of the passengers travelling in the elevator. The proposed elevator is having the capacity to accommodate approximately persons of Maximum No. of passengers can be accommodated in the cabin=
Approximate weight of each person
Maximum weight that the cabin can handle = To accommodate persons the cabin has been designed with the following dimensions . The mentioned dimensions are in feet.
For the sake of design simplicity the entire system has reduced to a prototype of ratio to the real model.
The tension on the rope and its choice of selection can be determined with the following simple calculation. The force excreted on the rope can be found by using Newton's formula.
Rope strength
The force which acts on the rope can be found out by the following calculation (1.1).
…………(1.1)
The force acting on the string is . So a string with the capacity to bear at least has to be chosen. 
Power calculation for motor
The motor used here is a capacitor start single phase induction motor. Based on the design specification the output power and the output torque of the motor are calculated by a simple calculation. Power and torque calculation 
Gear calculation
To achieve the desired speed of from the motor output of we are going for a calculation to find out diameter and the circumference of the gears. Take the number of teeth be 8 (1 tooth for every 45 degree)
From the value of can be found out Therefore, the gear ratio is given by,
Sensor using LDR
Light Dependent Resistor is a component which changes its resistance across it when the intensity of light falling over it changes. So this property of the LDR is utilized to make a sensor circuit and LDR is fixed as one of the two resistances present in the potential divider circuit. Figure 2 is the modified potential divider circuit modification is done by the addition of LDR and diode. The output voltage across the resistance 'R' is calculated by the following equation
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Fig 2: Sensor Circuit using LDR
Where the resistance is across the LDR and Ris the resistance across resistor R. The output voltage is given to the relay once the relay get excited its energy has to be release otherwise the relay wont operate properly so a diode is connected across the resistor R.
Controller design
The controller used here is a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) as this shows sharp advantages over the preexisting relay type of controllers. Relay type of controllers having complicated wiring so its drawbacks have been over by these PLCs. The PLC used here is GE FANUC Versamax. It is having 16 DC inputs and 11 relay outputs. The supply of 24VDC has to be given to the PLC. It can accommodate up to 32 I/O ports. In this project maximum number of sensors has been used. So depend upon the number of sensors used we may have to include extra I/O modules. Corresponding to the type of sensors chosen the I/O ports have to be assembled with the PLC it may be analog or digital ports. For safe operation during emergency situation a separate RUN/STOP manual switch is provided in the module itself. Signal can be transmitted through serial port (RS 232) or through Ethernet but the amount of data transferred depends on the type communication type we choose. GE FANUC Versamax PLC is having a configurable memory of 64KB. Figure 3 depicts the wiring of PLC IC200UDR010. The terminals from C1 to C4 in the input side and terminal from C1 to C7 in the output side describes the common points where any one of the terminals of either the load or the source has to be connected.
WIRING OF VERSAMAX 1C200UDR010
Fig 3: Wiring of Versamax IC200UDR010
All the inputs of the PLC should be 24 V DC but it will be activated by a voltage anywhere in between 20 Vdc and 30 Vdc. The first output Q1 is a DC whereas the other outputs are connected with relay so both the DC and AC sources can be used based on our requirements
LADDER LOGIC
This chapter discusses about the development of ladder logic network. Based on our requirements the logic has to be developed also depending on the need, the relevant PLC has been chosen. Here VersaPro 2.02 has been chosen for developing and to download ladder logic into the PLC. For the working model of an elevator various logics for different operations have to be developed and it is discussed in the following subtitles .
Logic for getting input from call buttons and to latch
As an initial move the ladder logic has to be developed for receiving the input signal from the call buttons and the same is used with the program to get the corresponding output based on this input. Once the PLC receives the signal the corresponding bit will be latched. Figure 4 and Table 2 describes the logic that has been developed to get the inputs from the call buttons present at every floor. When a particular switch from the corresponding
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Fig 4: Ladder Logic for getting input from call buttons and to latch
floor has been pressed the program in the PLC gets activated and the relevant bit will be latched. The latching will be there until that bit has been unlatched by another bit.
After getting the inputs from the call buttons the bits are latched. The various Bits used for latching the corresponding input signals from the call buttons are mentioned below. 
Logic for motor operation and to get signal from the floor sensors
The next step of receiving the input signal is to make the motor to operate either in forward or in reverse direction and the logic has been developed correspondingly. Figure 5 shows the snap shot of the logic for the motor operation in both reverse and forward direction. The motor operation is purely based on the input that the PLC gets from the call buttons. In this Figure the operation of floor sensor has also been mentioned and explained. Based on the desired input and corresponding floor the PLC will make the motor to stop.
Outputs used for motor operation 1) Forward motoring-%Q00001 2) Reverse motoring-%Q00002
Floor sensors: %I00007
The output of LDR sensor for finding the floor is connected with the input terminal %I00007 of the PLC. In order to reduce the number of inputs counter has been used, corresponding to the counting in the counter the PLC will make the motor to stop.
Logic for door opening
Once the operation of the elevator motor ceases the logic has to be developed in such a way that it facilitates the door opening. Based on the inputs from the call buttons, the floor sensors and the program downloaded in the PLC the door will open and close. That is the motor will operate either in forward direction or rotate in the reverse direction. The various input and output ports used in this logic are, 1) Door opening-%Q00003 2) Door opening sensor-%I00011 Figure 6 describes the operation of door motor. According to our logic when both the forward and reverse motoring of the elevator motor stops the door opening logic gets latched. So the output %Q00003 will be forced to ON at the end of door opening the sensor %I00011 will be latched this latching will make the door opening motor to stop. This operation will initiate the next process of door closing.
Fig 6: Ladder Logic for door opening
Logic for door closing
The process of door closing has to start once the door has been fully opened so a sensor is placed at the end of door opening and when the sensor is cut a signal will be sent to the PLC. Figure 7 describes the operation of door closing once the door opening operation comes to end that is when the sensor present at end for door opening has been cut. The ON-Delay Timer will be activated this will provide a delay of 5 seconds before the door closes. After the delay the door motor starts to rotate in the reverse direction thus initiating the door closing operation. At the end of door closing the sensor will give a signal to the PLC this will stop the door motor.
Fig 7: Ladder Logic for door closing
The various input and output used are, 1) Door closing-%Q00004 2) Door closing sensor-%I00012
Fire sensor logic
As a safety measure a fire sensor has been fitted with the elevator cabin its logic has been described in the Figure 8 .
Fig 8: Ladder Logic for Fire Sensor
The input %I00015 has been used as the input terminal for the fire detecting sensor. Once this input has been activated the PLC will initiate reverse motoring and also it is designed to stop the elevator in the nearest down floor.
CONCLUSION
Thus this chapter describes the entire circuit diagram and development of ladder logic. The developed ladder logic has been implemented by using VersaPro 2.02. Here the required inputs and outputs for elevators forward and reverse motoring, door opening and closing motor operation and various sensors present in every floor and at the end of both the door opening and door closing have been included in the logic and the program is interpreted.
